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Abstract— This article presents the effect of a precise wind 

turbine system (PWTS) and accurate model of HVDC link on 

multi-area AGC systems. The proposed system comprises one 

thermal and PWTS unit in all the areas. A novel secondary 

controller known as tilt-integral-double derivative (TIDD) has 

been developed. In order to fine-tune the controller and other 

variables, the bird swarm algorithm (BSA) has been used 

effectively. The comparison of system dynamics responses with 

PID, TID, and TIDD controller concluded that the system with 

TIDD outperformed. The study of PWTS integration on system 

dynamics concluded that PWTS improves the system's dynamic 

performance. Moreover, the integration AHVDC link with AC 

tie-line revealed significantly improved in dynamics responses. 

Further, the sensitivity analysis has been performed to test the 

proposed TIDD controller's robustness under different loading 

conditions. 

Keywords— automatic generation control, accurate model of 

HVDC link, birds swarm algorithm, precise wind turbine system, 

tilt-integral-double derivative controller 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The recent power grid is characterized by a high degree of 
inherent complexity because of its consistent growth in size. 
Due to which, It adds a new difficulty to the process of 
keeping the system frequency at its nominal level and 
achieving a power balance between load demand and 
generation. Automatic generation control (AGC) is an 
ancillary services of power system that can be utilised to 
efficiently address these difficulties. The primary aim of AGC 
is to provide an adequate control mechanism to balance the 
megawatt power between load demand and generation and 
provides a constant frequency profile throughout the 
interconnected system [1, 2]. The pioneer work on the AGC 
started with an isolated thermal system and then evolved to 
multi-area systems that took into consideration the GDB, 
communication time delay, and GRC etc.[3]-[5]. 

Renewable energy sources (RES) must use in the power 
system to keep up with rising energy demands and 
diminishing natural resources.  AGC studies [6–10] cover a  
wide range of renewable energy sources, including wind 
turbines, dish-stirring thermal systems with two area systems. 
On the other hand, integration of the WTS system has 
received far less attention in AGC studies. Therefore, in  this 
paper a precise WTS (PWTS) is utilized for more than two 
area AGC system. 
 Continuously rising load demand leads to enhance the 
intra-area real power transfer capability. Which can be 
address by incorporating a HVDC link in the power system 
[11]. The conventional model of HVDC link in a two areas 
AGC studies [12]- [14]. From the past literature it has been 
observed that most of the previous study on AGC was carried 
with two-area systems and very little attention has been given 
toward developing the accurate HVDC link model. Therefore, 
in this paper an accurate model of HVDC link is utilized for 
PWTS integrated multi-area AGC system 

Over the last few decades, there has been a lot of attention 
given towards the design of secondary controller in the field 
of AGC. Various secondary controller such as integer order 
[15], fractional order [16, 17], tilt integral derivative (TID) 
[18] –[20] etc., have been presented in AGC study. In this 
article a newly designed secondary controller known as TIDD 
is proposed for multi-area AGC system. 

To get optimal performance of AGC system, various 
optimization techniques such as whale [6], gray wolf [8], 
coyote [19], crow search [20], cuckoo search [22], anti-lion 
search [21] etc., have been utilized. A contemporary meta-
heuristic algorithm called BSA [23], which working principle 
is characterized by the flocking behaviour of birds swarm. 
According to the prior literature, the application of BSA in 
multi-area AGC systems has received very little attention.  
Authors in [17, 24] have presented the sensitivity analysis 
base on system parameters variation such as, frequency bias 
factor, inertia constant, loading on system and tie-power etc.  
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Fig.1(a).  Simulation model of investigate system 

 
Fig.1 (b). flow chart of BSA 

 
 

Fig.1 (c). Control design of TIDD controller 

 

However, in this article, the sensitivity analysis is 
evaluated considering different loading on system with BSA 
optimized TIDD controller. 

Based on the aforementioned review of literature, the 
following objectives of this work are: 

a) To develop the transfer function model of three-
area thermal system comprises of PWTS and 
AHVDC link  

b) To evaluated the performance of proposed 

system with TIDD, PID and TID and controller 

c) Application of BSA to get optimal performance 

of secondary controller  

d) To evaluate the PWTS and AHVDC link 

integration on system dynamics 

e) To perform the sensitive analysis to evaluate the 

reliability of the TIDD controller 

 

II. INVESTIGATED SYSTEM 

Fig.1 (a) shows a three-area thermal system [14] that uses 
PWTS [25] in all three areas. In the interest of practical 
modelling, a GRC of 3% /mint is considered reasonable for 
the thermal unit. The 1 % SLP is given in area-1 as a 
disturbance. The power flow through AC-AHVDC link is 
given by (1) – (3) [13,14]. 

mn

tiemn AC m n

2ΠT
ΔP  = (ΔF  - ΔF )

s
                                   (1) 

m ntie,m-n,AHVDC eqvΔP (s) = (2πT /s) × (ΔF (s) - ΔF (s))          (2) 

          where, 1 2 3
 ×

= ∀ =  + 

mn,DC nm,DC

eqv

mn,DC nm,DC

T T
T i,k , ,

T T
        

tie 12 tie 12 AC tie 12 AHVDCΔP  = ΔP  + ΔP
                                      (3)

  

Tmn,DC and Tnm,DC converters, and inverter synchronization 
coefficient. The investigates system model depicted in Fig.1 
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(a) is employed with TIDD and BSA is use to get the optimal 
performance of TIDD parameters with ISE in (4).    

t

2 2

ISE m m-n

0

η  = {(ΔF )  + (ΔP ) }.dt                                    (4) 

III. TIDD CONTROLLER 

In this paper, a new control structure called TIDD as a 
secondary controller has been designed by using TID 
controller. One more derivative term has been added to make 
TIDD controller. The mathematical equation of TIDD 
controller in Laplace domain is given by (5) 

2

1
ni

m m

TIDD DDm( )

KT KI
F (s) = K s

ss
+ +                       (5) 

Fig.1 (c) illustrates the artitechure of TIDD. To get optimal 

performance of TID controller, BSA is used subjected to 

constraint (6). 

 

7
Tm m

Im DDm

0 K 1,    2 n  

0 K 1, 0 K 1  

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

≤ ≤ ≤ ≤
                            (6) 

IV.  BIRD SWARM ALGORITHM 

The BSA works based on the fundamental principle of 
flocking behavior of bird’s swarm. The three characteristics 
such as Vigilance, Foraging and Flight of bird’s swarm is 
used to simulate the BSA. The expression of foraging 
behavior of BSA is given by (7) [23] 

i m

j

i

p j

i+1

p,q p, p,q p,q

p,q

X = X +(P - X )× D× rand (0,1)

           +(g - X )×t× rand (0,1)
                  (7) 

where, p,i = 1,2,…,D-dimension, Pp,q  is pervious position, gp 

is swam position, t is step time.   

Similarly, equation (8), and (9) represents vigilance and 
flight behavior of BSA 

i m

q

m

i+1

p,q p,q 1 p,q i

2 p,q p,q i

X = X + A (mean - X )× rand (0,1)

           + A (P - X )× rand (-1,1)
                   (8) 

n j

j j j

j+1

p,q p,q i p,q

i+1

p,q p,q p,q p,q i

X = X + randn (0,1)× X

X = X +(X - X )× fll× rand (0,1)
               (9) 

where, 0 ≤ (A1, A2) ≤  2, randi (0/1), 0 ≤ fll ≤ 2.  The Fig. 1(b) 

illustrated flow chart of BSA. 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND INESTIGATION  

A. Dynamic response of the system considering PID, TID 

and TIDD controllers 

The system depicted in Fig.1 (a) is employed with PID, 
TID and TIDD as secondary controllers each at a time. In each 
scenario, the BSA is used to optimized the controller 
parameters and their values are presented in Table.1(a). The 
dynamic profile of the system corresponding to obtained 
optimum values in Table.1 (a) are compared and are plotted 
in Fig.2(a) - Fig.2(d). The performance indices values such as 
peak overshoot (POs), peak undershoot (Pus), and settling 
time (ST) are noted from Fig.2 and are shown Table.2 (b) 

Table-1(a). Optimum values of TIDD, TID and PID parameters with 
BSA 

PID 
controller 

KP11 = 0.6010, KI11 = 0.3481, KD11 = 0.1265, KP22 = 
0.8020, KI22 = 0.3257, KD22  = 0.0453, KP33 = 0.9606, 
KI33 = 0.1501, KD33 = 0.0102 

TID 
controller 

KT11 = 0.7130, KI11 = 0. 3021, KD11= 0.1810, n11 = 
4.0261, KT22 = 0. 0151, KI22 = 0.3630, KD22 = 0.0180, 
n22 = 3.0117, KT33 = 0.3873, KI33 = 0. 5481, KD33 =  0. 
3133, n33 = 4. 854 

TIDD 
controller 

KT11 = 0.6000, KI11 = 0. 3701, KDD11= 0.2601, n11 = 
5.0061, KT22 = 0. 1021, KI22 = 0.4155, KDD22 = 
0.2773, n22 = 2.222, KT33 = 0.6728, KI33 = 0. 2235, 
KDD33 =  0. 4256, n33 = 2. 200 

 

Fig.2. (a) 

 
Fig.2. (b) 
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Fig.2. (c) 

 
Fig.2. (d) 

Figure. 2. Dynamic responses of the system considering PID, TID and TIDD 
controller (a) ΔF1, (b) ΔF3 , (c) ΔPtie12 , (d) ΔPtie23 

Table-1(b) Performance indices value comparison of dynamic profile 
of the system with various controller 

Responses  Indices TIDD TID PID 

 
∆F1 

POs 0.0148 0.0183 0.0226 

PUs 0.0410 0.0422 0.0424 

ST 32.500 36.040 39.128 

 
∆F3 

POs 0.0078 0.0136 0.0152 

PUs 0.0280 0.0281 0.0288 

ST 33.074 38.430 40.100 

 
∆Ptie12 

POs 0.0892 0.0890 0.0943 

PUs 0.0082 0.0083 0.0085 

ST 47.755 49.330 51.230 

 
∆Ptie13 

POs 0.0039 0.0041 0.0043 

PUs 0.0012 0.0014 0.0018 

ST 44.621 47.400 50.480 

Comparative analysis of response profile in Fig.2 and 
performance indices value in Table.2(b), it is concluded that 
the responses profile of the proposed system the with TIDD 
controller outperformed over TID and PID in terms of POs, 
PUs, and ST. Hence, TIDD controller will be used in rest of 
the case study. 

B. Dynamic response of the system considering PWTS unit 

Now, the system under consideration in case study-A 
incorporated with PWTS unit. The TIDD parameters are 
tuned with the help of BSA, and their values are tabulated 
Table.2. The acquire dynamic profile are compare to that of 
without PWTS and are illustrated in Fig.3 From obtained 

dynamic profile in Fig.3, it is clearly observed that when 
three area thermal systems is provided with PWTS, the 
system dynamics drastically improved. 

Table-2 BSA optimized TIDD controller parameters considering PWTS 
integration 

KT11 = 0.8430, KI11 = 0.1900, KDD11 = 0.1062, n11 = 5.080, KT22 = 0.5212, 
KI22 = 0.7188, KDD22 = 0.1010, n22 = 5.200, KT33 = 0.6920, KI33 = 0.5450, 
KDD33 = 0.6442, n33 = 3.600 

 
Fig.3. (a) 

 
Fig.3(b) 

 
Fig.3. (c) 

Figure.3. Dynamic responses of the system considering PWTS unit (a) ΔF1 
(b) ΔF2 and (d) ΔP tie 1-3. 

C. Dynamic response of the system considering AHVDC 

link 

In this section, the investigated system in section – (b) is 
employed with an AHVDC link with AC tie-line. The TIDD 
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parameters are optimized with the help of BSA and their 
values are tabulated in Table.3. the acquire dynamic profile 
with AHVDC link are compared to that of system with AC 
link alone and are depicted in Fig. 4. From the acquired 
dynamic profile in Figure 4, it is clear that the addition of 
AHVDC to AC link results significant improvement in 
system’s dynamic profile with a reduction in the number of 
subsequent oscillations. 
 

Table-3 Optimum values of TIDD parameters with BSA considering 
AHVDC link  

KT11 = 0.7412, KI11 = 0.2440, KDD11 = 0.1098, n11 = 5.028, KT22 = 
0.7808, KI22 = 0.7001, KDD22 = 0.02941, n22 = 4.8208, KT33 = 0.7972, 
KI33 = 0.4440, KDD33 = 0.6647, n33 = 6.000 

 
Fig.  4(a) 

 
Fig. 4(b) 

 
Fig. 4(c) 

Figure.4 Dynamic responses of the system with and without AHVDC (a) 
ΔF1, (b) F2, and (c) ΔP12 

D. Sensitivity analysis  

In this section, the sensitivity analysis is evaluated in order to 
examine the robustness of the suggested controller 
considering various system loading condition. The loading 
on system are varies ± 25 % from their nominal such as such 
as 25 % and 75 %. In each scenario, the controller parameters 
are optimized with the help of BSA, and their final settings 
are shown in Table.4. The dynamic profiles that were 
acquired are compared to those of the system while it was 
operating at its nominal loading (50%) and are displayed in 
Fig.5. As can be seen from the acquired dynamic responses 
profile in Figure 5, the dynamic responses of the system at 25 
% and 75 % and 50 % (nominal) loading are more or less 
same and offer stable responses. Thus, it is inferred that the 
proposed TIDD controller is robust 

Table-4. Optimum value of TIDD parameters at different system 
loading condition  

At 25 % 
loading 

KT11 = 0.5922, KI11 = 0. 3170, KDD11= 0. 6201, n11 = 
5.0106, KT22 = 0. 2100, KI22 = 0. 5415, KDD22 = 0.2337, 
n22= 3.0252, KT33 = 0.6855, KI33 = 0. 3522, KDD33 =  0. 
4605, n33 = 2. 606 

At 75 % 
loading 

KT11 = 0.6111, KI11 = 0. 3167, KDD11= 0.2160, n11 = 
5.0106, KT22= 0. 2101, KI22 = 0.4515, KDD22 = 0.2330, 
n22 = 6.000, KT33 = 0. 7268, KI33 = 0. 2035, KDD33 = 0. 
5026, n33 = 4. 000 

 
Fig.5. (a) 

 
Fig. 5(b) 

Figure.5 Dynamic responses of the system at different loading condition (a) 
ΔF1  (b) ΔP12 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND INESTIGATION  

An effort was made to design a modern secondary 
controller called TIDD controller for multi-area AGC system. 
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The BSA has been successfully utilized to optimize the 
controller and other parameters. From the obtained dynamic 
responses of the system with various controllers, shows that 
the system with proposed TIDD controller have superior 
system dynamics to those controlled by PID and TID. The 
incorporation of PWTS unit in multi-area AGC system 
revealed that, it participates in the generation to delivered 
required power by demand by the load. Hence, the responses 
profiles of system are slightly better than the system without 
PWTS unit. It has also been observed that the incorporation 
of the AHVDC into the AC tie-line substantially improved the 
system dynamics. In addition, , the sensitivity analysis 
suggests that the proposed TIDD controller is stable under a 
wider range of loading circumstances and does not require 
adjusting system parameters for a wider range. 
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APPNEDIX 

1. Thermal System: Fi  = 60Hz, Bi = 0.425MW p.u,  Hi  = 5.00 s, Tij = 
0.0860 p.u.MW/rad., Tgi = 0.080s, KPsi  = 120.0Hz/p.u.MW, Tpsi  = 
20.0s, Ri  = 1/2.4 Hz p.u.MW, TCO = 0.3s, FIP = 0.4,FLP = 0.3, FHP = 0.3, 
TRH = 4.99 

Precise Wind Turbine System: HWT= 5.19s, λopt= 8.76, 

RWT= 52 m WT, wind penetration level (Lp) = 0.004 pu rad/s to.01 pu 
rad/s, ωωt0= 1.335 pu rad/s, 0.5ρAr/Sn = 0.00145, Cp.max= 0.5173,Tf = 
5s,VWT = 1.0 pu, Tcon= 0.02 s, PI-controller parameters: Kpt = 3, Kpt = 
3, Kit = 0.06, pitch controller = − (150 + (25/s), β = 0. 

2. Syncronising  coefficient  of AHVDC = 0.0860,. loading = 
50%. 

3. BSA algorithm: agents number (N = 30), maximum iteration 
(t = 100), flight length (FL = 0.2). 
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